Studio
Relaxer - Wallsaver

Experience
Scandinavian
passion
IMG is located in Sykkylven, Norway – famous for its steep mountains
and deep fjords as well as the home for Scandinavian production and
development centre for Scandinavian comfort recliners.
IMG ’s core commitments are comfort, quality and innovative design.
With generations of experience, we create furniture based on the
Scandinavian approach to relaxation. IMG ’s inspiration comes from you
and what you require for ultimate relaxation. It is this foundation and
focus that assures each piece of our furniture is carefully crafted to meet
your needs and expectations.
Our entire range is designed, engineered and tested by our Norwegian
product development team and produced in our own specialized, vertically
integrated manufacturing facilities in Vietnam, Thailand and Lithuania.
Every element of our design has been researched and engineered with a
focus on both functionality and comfort, backed with a 10-year warranty
so you can rest assured that you have invested in state-of-the-art
Scandinavian inspired furniture that lasts.
Find out for yourself by visiting one of our retailers and discover body
correct support leading to true Norwegian comfort created by IMG .

Relaxer
Our range of Relaxers include a design for everyone. Whether you
choose traditional contours or contemporary clean lines, you can
rest assured that Norwegian quality and design is at the heart
of every design. All of our Relaxers are made with Cold-Cure
moulded foam cushioning – a unique technology that ensures
ultimate comfort, body correct support and
long lasting durability

360° Swivel

Effortless reclining
mechanism

Height adjustable head
and neck support

Upgrade your Manual relaxer to include
a powered recline

Integrated
footrest

Gliding / rocking
function

Adjustable head
and neck support

Lumbar Support

Upgrade your Power relaxer to include a powered headrest
and lumbar support on top of the standard Power functions

Single motor
Provides effortless reclining at the
push of a button

Motorised Lumbar support
Provides support to the muscles
and skeletal structure of the
lower back

Motorised head and neck support
Ensures the natural curve of your
neck is supported and maintained
so your neck can rest comfortably

Brando
Leather: Trend 409 Cognac

Chelsea
Leather: Prime 323 Cloud

Crown
Leather: Sauvage 552 Dove

Divani
Leather: Trend 408 Sand

Duke
Leather: Prime 323 Cloud

Grand
Leather: Sauvage 551 Truffle
Wood: 928 Walnut

Langley
Leather: Sauvage 550 Nutmeg

Layton
Leather: Trend 417 Cinder

Liberty
Leather: Prime 309 Red

3 sizes available

Compact/ Standard / Large

Majesty
Leather: Linea 690 Corvette
Wood: 901 Oak

Wallsaver
A selection of our relaxers have matching reclining sofas and home theater set ups. Endless combinations
from our product range make them perfect for customizing and creating your own personal perfect fit.

Effortless reclining
mechanism

Height adjustable head
and neck support

Integrated
footrest

Wall Saver

Adjustable head
and neck support

A
AM/AT

B
BM/BT

C
CM/CT

D
DM/DT

E
EM/ET

F
FM/FT

G
GM/GT

A
AV/AS

B
BV/BS

C
CV/CS

D
DV/DS

E
EV/ES

F
FV/FS

G
GV/GS

Space efficient
Our Motion Furniture efficiently utilizes
available space. In addition each unit can
be placed within a mere 15cm of a wall
due to our unique wall-saver mechanism.

Arms
Our Motion Arms incorporate
a small convenience table, cup
holders and internal storage
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Lumbar Support

1 SEAT

3 SEAT

15cm

2 SEAT

Majesty
Leather: Trend 415 Pacific
Wood: 901 Oak

Divani
Leather: Trend 420 Beige

Duke
Leather: Trend 412 Smoke

Liberty
Leather: Trend 425 Nordic grey

Brando
Leather: Prime 317 Stone
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Quality built to last
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Injection moulded Cold-Cured foam
ensures ergonomically correct seating posture
and enhanced support that lasts
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Adjustable head and neck support gives you the
ultimate comfort in all seating positions
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Effortless deep recline
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 teel springs located throughout the back and seat
S
provide optimum support whilst cradling the body
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A steel and hardwood frame provides durability
and strength
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The advanced mechanism offers both gliding 		
function and 360 degree swivel
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The integrated footrest and recline can be easily
released manually or upgraded to power
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